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The Portuguese Way
Although the pilgrimage from Portugal to Santiago is
assumed to have already been in existence in the Late
Middle Ages, it became even more popular after the
country gained its independence in the mid 12th
century. From that time on, the veneration of
Saint James and the pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostela, considered to be one of the hallmarks
of identity of European culture, had far-reaching
effects in Lusitanian lands. For centuries the
Portuguese people participated enthusiastically in
this collective experience, and they had the good
fortune to be consistently supported by the
example of monarchs, members of the nobility and
the high clergy. Suffice to remember that from the
12th century up until the present day, much of
Portugal’s road network has seen the comings and
goings of pilgrims heading from towns and cities all
over the country –Lisbon, Santarem, Coimbra,
Porto, Braga, Chaves...– to their goal of Santiago de
Compostela. Their motives were strictly religious,
yet thanks to this steady flow of movement between
Portugal and Galicia, cultural, economic and
intellectual exchange also flourished.
View of Tui from Valença
do Miño
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The Portuguese Way in Galicia is the result of a combination
of historical factors: bridges, country chapels, sanctuaries,
wayside crosses, manor houses and historic cities dot the route that
starts on the banks of the Miño river, in the city of Tui, and ends at
the tomb of Saint James. Although this surge of pilgrimages did not
lead to the design and creation of a set of monuments all
corresponding to a specific period –Romanesque or Baroque–
in an integrated artistic space, the Portuguese Way in Galicia is
rich in cultural heritage, which extends beyond architecture and
museums to become a privileged route with some of Galicia’s finest
examples of art.

Removal of the body of the
Apostle from Iria to Compostela.
XVI century Portuguese work.
Lisbon Museum of Ancient Art

Santiaguiño do Monte Cross.
Padrón

The Portuguese Way gently winds its way northwards, along ancient
tracks and paths run through woodlands, farmlands, villages, towns
and historic cities. Paths that cross courses of water flowing over
bridges –some of Roman origin– of unmistakable medieval
construction. A route enriched by the presence of chapels, churches,
convents, petos de ánimas –stone altars usually found at crossroads–
and cruceiros –wayside crosses–, where the comforting image of
Santiago the Pilgrim is ever-present, to accompany and hearten the
pilgrim on his journey.
The hospitality offered by the people is proverbial. One of the
hallmarks of the pilgrimage to Santiago is the warm reception given
to the pilgrim. This practice was started in the Middle Ages by the
monks and clergymen serving the hospitals founded by the monarchs
and nobility. This welcoming lay tradition is kept alive today by the
inhabitants of the towns scattered along the Way and the pilgrims’
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The Way in Agra dos Muíños,
on the outskirts of Caldas
de Reis

Pilgrimage of Santa
Isabel de Portugal
to Santiago.
Miniatures from
“the Genealogy of
the Portuguese
Monarchs”
(1530-1534), London

British
Library

hostels. All of the inhabitants of the area around the Portuguese Way
feel a special devotion to Saint James and offer encouragement to
those travelling to Compostela on the old paths that make up this
pilgrimage route. A route that is the direct descendent of the major
Roman roads that formed the backbone of the Roman Gallaecia
and continued to be in use for many centuries,such as Via XIX.
Built in the 1st century AD under the Emperor Augustus, it was known
in classical works as the Itinerary of Antonino, established at the
beginning of the 3rd century AD during Caracalla’s time. This ancient
testimony is proof of the vitality of this via from very early times.
Since the Middle Ages the Portuguese Way has maintained the
tradition of exchange between neighbours that began during the days
of the Roman Empire.
Despite its unquestionable historical background, today the
Portuguese Way has been affected by our modern road network.
At times, the pilgrims must forget the dirt paths and stone-paved ways
to walk along the verge of the N-550 road between Vigo and
A Coruña. The road follows the Portuguese Way to Santiago,
something of a drawback for those seeking to recapture the essence
of the original pilgrims’ way. But these discomforts are fleeting,
and are fully compensated for when the pilgrim finishes the different
legs of his journey on this route of devotion, art and culture, which
offers an undisputed wealth of monumental and natural heritage.
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Tui – Redondela
For centuries the pilgrims coming from Portugal gained access to the
city of Tui by sailing across the Miño River. In 1884 the construction of
the International Bridge provided them with a much welcome
footbridge. From the bridge the route heads towards the port of Tui,
Lavacuncas, located behind the present-day Parador de Turismo Hotel,
where, years ago, the pilgrims would disembark. From the old port,
the route winds its way up to the old city of Tui, following the so-called
Camiño da Barca, and then continues on through the streets of Obispo
Maceira, Costa do Piñeiral and Tras da Obra.
Tui may be considered the starting point of the Portuguese Way
in Galicia. The presence of centuries of excellent architecture is evident
anywhere you look in the old part of the city. A leisurely stroll through
the quaint streets of this city always leaves the visitor breathless
on approaching the Plaza de San Fernando,
presided over by the merlon shaped

Cathedral of
Santa María
de Tui

silhouette of the west-facing façade
of the cathedral.
The cathedral of Santa María de Tui is
of Romanesque and Gothic style, and
has chapels and naves adorned with
altarpieces, images and paintings from
the 16th and 17th centuries.
Construction began between
1145-1175, modelled on the cathedral
in Santiago de Compostela. After
various transformations and changes in
the plan, the pure Romanesque style is
only visible in the arms of the transept
which is divided into three naves,
and in the north porch. The second
building campaign, which took place
between 1180 and 1200, was carried
out in the main naves.
The final stage was done in the Gothic
style during the first third of the 13th
century, using fascicled pillars, groined
vaulting divided into four, triforia with
pointed arches, in the central naves of the transept and the arm of the
cross. The work on the façade marks the beginning of Spanish Gothic
sculpture. The sculpture on main porch began to be carved in 1225
by artists from Lyon and Chartres (two Gothic cathedrals in France).
The supports propping up the ogival archivolts are statue-columns
which represent Moses, Saint Peter, Isaiah, Saint John the Baptist, on
the left; on the right are the royal couple, Solomon and the Queen of
Sheba, accompanied by the prophets Daniel, from Spanish Gothic art,
and Jeremiah who is holding a Crucifix –the culmination and synthesis
of the Passion of the Lord–.
The tympanum is divided into three storeys. The lower parts depict
scenes from the Annunciation, the Birth of Jesus, the Announcement to
the Shepherds, the meeting of the three Kings and Herod and the
Epiphany. The first part of the iconographic work of the main front is
dedicated to the glory of the Virgin Mary, with the
Coronation of the Virgin, and the veneration of
the angels including episodes from the Infancy of
Jesus: the Nativity in the centre of the lintel and the
Epiphany, in the central area. In the upper section
of the tympanum, the architectural portrayal of a
city symbolises a Heavenly Jerusalem, implying the
announcement of the Last Judgement. The idea
that brings the work together –the essential
7
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Tympanum over the west
door of the Cathedral of
Santa María in Tui

Cloister of the Cathedral of Santa María in Tui

message of this story cut in stone– is the communion between Jesus
Christ and his Church, as conceived from the concept of Redemption.
The cathedral boasts a cloister dating from the second half of the
13th century with a style that was influenced by the Cistercian
architecture of the Monastery of Oia (Pontevedra). It is the only
complete medieval cloister to be found in a Galician cathedral.
As an added attraction it still preserves part of the Romanesque
chapter house from the 12th century.

The Galician-Portuguese
border seen from the roof
of Tui Cathedral

Inside the cathedral visitors will find several magnificent 15th century
chapels: the high altar chapel and the side chapels, consecrated to
Saint Peter and Saint James, the chapel of Saint Andrew and the chapelmuseum of Santa Catalina. The chapel of Saint James displays an altar
from 1696 dedicated to Saint James the Moorslayer, and is the work of
the sculptor from Tui, José Domínguez Bugarín, who incorporated a
relief of Saint James on horseback by the master Alonso Martínez,
dating from the 16th century. The Baroque style also left its mark in the
chapel of San Telmo, with its reliquary-altarpiece, the early 18th century
choir stalls, the work of sculptor
Castro Canseco, and the organ
boxes carved in 1714 by Domingo
de Fornelos; these are finished off
by images of San Telmo and Saint
James on horseback.
In the Plaza del Consistorio,
adjacent to the cathedral, stands
the Diocesan Museum of
8

High altar in the Clarisas Convent in Tui

Central Apse of the Church of San Bartolomeu de Rebordáns

Tui-Vigo, established in the old pilgrim hospital built by its benefactor
Bishop Castañón in the mid 18th century. It is a centre of great interest,
offering a splendid collection of religious sculpture as well as liturgical
silver and gold work from the 13th to 18th centuries.
The Portuguese Way continues on through the Rúa das Monxas,
shadowed by the walls of the Convent “das encerradas”,
“the Cloistered Nuns”. It boasts a beautiful church with a single nave
dating from the late 17th century, with an early 18th century altarpiece,
the work of sculptor Domingo de Fornelos.
The route passes through the Túnel das Monxas, going down a few
steps until it reaches the site where the Porta Bergana once stood,
one of the entrances to the medieval city. Leaving behind the site of
the city gate, the route continues on through the streets of Obispo
Lago and Antero Rubín, until it reaches the church of San Domingos de
Tui (14th century). Laid out in a Latin cross, the transept has three
polygon shaped chapels covered by ribbed vaulting and illuminated by
high double bays. The extraordinary altarpiece of the Virgin Mary of the
Rosary dates from 1741 and is referred to as the “Battle of Lepanto”,
owing to the unusual presence of a bellicose event occupying the
entire upper section.
The streets of Antonio Valiño and San Bartolomé lead to the
Romanesque church of San Bartolomé de Rebordáns. It was built as a
monastic church in the late 11th century. and has a floor plan consisting
of three naves and three apses. The high altar chapel is decorated with
murals which depict the Passion of the Lord (16th century). In the early
12th century, this ancient monastery offered hospitality to the prelate
9
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The Portuguese Way leading to
As Febres Bridge

from Santiago de Compostela, Diego Gelmírez, on his journey to take
the relics of Braga to the Cathedral of Santiago.
After leaving this jewel of the Portuguese Way, the route travels along a
stretch of the N-550 until it reaches the chapel of the Virxe do Camiño.
From this point the local road of Paredes de Abaixo leads to the
evocative Bridge of San Telmo, known as the Ponte das Febres.
Here the pilgrim has two choices: he may either continue along
the way located opposite the bridge, which is difficult to travel in
winter, or he may turn left, taking a slight detour. Both possibilities lead
to the hamlet of A Madalena.
Continuing on very close to the church of Santa Columba de
Ribadelouro, the Way crosses over the bridge of Orbenlle.
Leaving Gándaras de Budiño to the west, the pilgrim crosses an
industrial park using an old path that travels over less abrupt terrain.
The chapel A Virxe da Guía indicates the proximity of O Porriño.
As Febres Bridge. Tui

The Way goes
through the town,
the Plaza de
San Sebastián and the Praza
do Concello, soon reaching the
Angustias Chapel. Two kilometres to
the north, the route crosses the N- 550 and the
Louro river, leading to the Church of Santa Eulalia and the
Palace of the Marquis of Mos, before heading up
Rúa dos Cabaleiros.
By way of Inxertado, with the valley to the east, after a gentle climb the
pilgrim arrives at the chapel of Santiaguiño de Antas, a pleasant place to
take a rest. Then, after passing the Roman milestone of Vilar de Enfesta
or Saxamonde, the pilgrim crosses the plateau of Chan das Pipas.
Following the Roman way, the route again joins the N-550, entering
Redondela at the convent of Vilavella. In Redondela the route travels
down Padre Crespo street, to Ribadavia square and Isidoro Queimaliños
street, before reaching the church of Santiago, whose origin dates back
to the times of Gelmírez, although it was rebuilt in the 16th century.
It has single nave covered with groined vaulting and a polygonal head
which supports a beautiful star-shaped ceiling. The town’s pilgrims’
shelter is in a historic 16th century building known as the “Casa da
Torre” and is one of the largest on the Portuguese Way.
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Casa da Torre.
Redondela
pilgrims’ hostel

Redondela – Pontevedra
The Angustias or Santa Marina Chapel stands on the outskirts of
Redondela, and after passing the railway bridge, the Way enters a wide
expanse of woodland. The signs lead to the ruins of one of the
posthouses, that marked the route, known as the Casa de la Mina.
Nearby is Sotoxusto. Surrounded by pine trees, the Way starts its
descent through the hamlet of Setefontes and then crosses Arcade
through the typical streets of Portas, Lavandeira, Cimadevila, Velero,
Barroncas and Coutadas, reaching the historic site of Ponte Sampaio:
the Way crosses the Verdugo River over the bridge where, during the
War of Independence, the army of Napoleon suffered one of its
greatest defeats in Galicia at the hands of the armed populace.
The route leaves the bridge and travels through the city of Ponte
Sampaio, heading up a narrow cobbled alleyway to the left.
This brings us out of the town centre, and a 300 metre diversion will
take us to the 13th century Santa María de Ponte Sampaio, a fine
example of the rural Romanesque style, which preserves the walls of
the nave, its side doors with semicircular archivolts and a tympanum,
and a rectangular presbytery covered with a pointed barrel vault.
Ponte Sampaio
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Vigo Inlet and San Simón Island seen from Cesantes

Crossing the road, a path takes us down to the ancient bridge of
A Ponte Nova, which spans the River Ulló. It leads to the Brea Vella da
Canicouva, an ancient stone-paved way. The crossroads at the cruceiro
–wayside cross– of Cacheiro leads to another posthouse. The Way
approaches Santa Marta de Gandarón, leaving behind hamlets of
Bergonde, Boullosa, Alcouce and Bértola. A three kilometre stretch
along the road takes us through the towns of O Pobo, Casal do Río,
Lusquiños and Cruce de Marco, and eventually brings us to
Pontevedra. Access to the city is along the Gorgullón, Virxe do Camiño
and Sagasta road, going over the Compostela roundabout and
bringing us to the 18th century Sanctuary of the Virxe Peregrina,
a favourite place of worship among pilgrims where the Sanctuary
of the Virxe Peregrina (18th century) stands, an important place of
worship for pilgrims. This fascinating church was designed in 1778 by
the architect Arturo Souto with a floor plan in the form of the shell
of a vieira –scallop–. It is a church of the Enlightenment period, with
decorative elements in the Baroque tradition. The solemn altarpiece of
the Virgin Mary was created by the scholar and architect Melchor de
Prado, who designed it in 1789.
Not far away –at the end of Michelena street– stand the eye-catching
ruins of the convent of San Domingos (14-15th centuries). It had the
largest church of all the Dominican convents in Galicia. It was built with
a single nave, and a wooden double pitch roof, a transept with a
projection and wooden roof and three polygonal apses with ribbed
vaulting and pointed, mullioned windows. Fortunately the five vaulted
apses of the head, the transept and a large part of the chapter house
have been preserved intact. At the present time they are part of the
collection of the Museum of Pontevedra.
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Shrine of the Virgen Peregrina.
Pontevedra

Convent Church of
San Francisco. Pontevedra

Interior of the Basilica of
Santa María a Grande.
Pontevedra

The Way leads from the Peregrina to the adjoining Ferrería square,
embellished with the Gardens of Casto Sampedro, the beautiful
16th century fountain, Fonte da Ferrería and the convent Church of
San Francisco (14th century), built in the mendicant Gothic style.
The high altar chapel holds several tombs of members of the local
nobility dating from the Early Middle Ages. One of the most noteworthy
is the tomb of Payo Gómez Chariño, an admiral from Castilla and an
eminent poet of the of the 13th century.
In one of his love poems, there is an exceptional
reference to the Apostle Saint James:
Ai, Sant’Iago, padrom sabido / vós mi-adugades
o meu amigo! / sobre mar vem quem frores
d’amor tem: / mirarei, madre, as torres de
Geen / Ai Sant’Iago, padrom provado, /
vós mi-adugades o meu amado! / sobre mar vem
quem frores dámor tem: / mirarei, madre, as
torres de Geen.
The Portuguese Way continues through
Pontevedra down the rúa Soportales, passing by
Teucro square with its coats-of-arms and follows
the rúa Real, the hub of this pilgrimage route as
it travels through the city on the banks of the
Lérez river.
A visit to the Museum of Pontevedra is a
must for the pilgrim. Its collections are
distributed among a number of historic buildings
in the city. Especially interesting are the
collections of Pre-Roman gold and silver work,
the painting and etching exhibits, and the
14

Leña Square. Pontevedra

exhibition of jet ornaments from Santiago de Compostela, one of
the finest in Spain.
In the north-west district of the old city, lies the Basilica of Santa María
A Grande, a church built under the patronage of the seaman’s guild
of Pontevedra in the 16th century. It boasts magnificent architecture
where the late Gothic style blends harmoniously with Renaissance
trends. It was designed by the masters Juan de los Cuetos and Diego
Gil. It is laid out as a basilica with three naves separated by Gothic
pillars. The interior is home to liturgical celebrations as well as
the guild meetings of the sailors. The star-shaped vaults that
cover the naves were completed in 1559.
The façade looks like an altarpiece carved in stone. It was
crafted in the mid 16th century by the Flemish sculptor,
Cornielles de Holanda and the Portuguese artist, João Nobre.
Its iconographic theme is dedicated to the glory of the Virgin
Mary and to the Church. The central episodes are the Transit
of Mary and the rose window depicts the Assumption and the
Coronation of the Virgin Mary, assisted by the Trinity.
The pinnacle portrays the Calvary, the culmination of the
Passion of the Lord through which mankind can achieve
Redemption. Flanking the main door are Saint Peter and Saint
Paul, cornerstones of the Building of the Church. When the
faithful pass through this arch of triumph, they become united
with Jesus through his Church.
15
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San Jerónimo. Close up of
the façade of the Basilica
of Santa María a Grande.
Pontevedra

Pontevedra – Padrón
The Way leaves of Pontevedra along Rúa da
Santiña, and then heads down A Gándara
and Ferreira Streets. Passing a peaceful
chestnut grove on the right, the route travels
parallel to the railway tracks until it reaches
the hamlet of Pontecabras, continuing north
until it comes to the church and rectory of
Santa María de Alba, tucked away among
pine and eucalyptus trees. From here the
Way continues on towards Goxilde, the place
where Diego Gelmírez made a stop on his
journey from Braga to Compostela.
After passing the chapel of San Caetano,
the thick woods of Reirís and Lombo da
Maceira await the pilgrim. From San Mauro
the Way passes through San Mamede da
Portela and Ponte Balbón, the site of two
wayside crosses, one standing next to Casa
de Amonisa and another featuring Saint
James the Pilgrim’s stick indicating which
direction the pilgrims should take.
Mills on the River Barosa. Barro

Rectory buildings of Santa María de Alba.
Pontevedra

From Ponte Balbón until the Chapel of Santa Lucía,
in Ameal, the route travels along smoothly, although
the pilgrim must pay attention to the signs, owing to
the crossroads and constant turns in the route. Also
of note along this stretch is the church of San Martín
de Agudelo, in Barro, dating back to the early 13th
century. The church shows the magnitude of the
influence of the school of Master Mateo in the rural
area. The echoes of his artwork appear on the
semicircular archivolts of its porch, adorned with
themes related to plants, reminiscent of the Portico
of Glory. The tympanum bears a sculpted image of
an individual with a bishop’s crosier in a blessing
position (possibly Bishop San Martín).
The lovely village of Tibo, with its fountain, public
washing place and stone cross, brings us to Caldas
de Reis, the Aquae Celenis of the Itinerary of
Antonino, bathed by the Umia and Bermaña rivers.
There is an interesting church, Santa María de
Caldas, built out of solid ashlars dating from the
early 13th century. Its porch shows the influence of
the school of Master Mateo: the Agnus Dei of the
tympanum is framed by semicircular archivolts with
large bead moulding decorated with small arches
and angels bearing books. In the old town stands
the church of Saint Thomas Becket, the only Galician
church consecrated to the Holy Archbishop of
Canterbury and the great Chancellor of England
(1118-1170), assassinated in his cathedral, at the foot
of one of the altars, by the royal attendants of King
Henry II of England. Thomas Becket made the
pilgrimage to Santiago around the year 1167,
stopping in the town of Caldas. The church
consecrated in his name was built between 18901894 with the stones from the medieval tower of
Queen Doña Urraca, where King Alfhonse VII
of Castilla and León was born.
The bridge over the Umia river brings the pilgrim to
the fountain of hot spring waters that have given the
town its name since Roman times. The route
continues down the rúa Real, crossing over the
Bermaña Bridge, an enchanting medieval structure,
and reaches the valley of the Bermaña river,
surrounded by hundred-year old woods. On the
outskirts of Caldas the pilgrim may visit the interesting
Romanesque church of Santa María de Bemil.

Cruceiro de Tibo Square. Caldas de Reis
Church of Santa María de Caldas
As Burgas Fountain. Caldas de Reis

View of the way in O Pino. Valga

The Way now makes its way gently uphill until
it reaches the group of buildings of Santa
Mariña de Carracedo, consisting of a church,
a rectory and a raised granary. It then
continues on through the hamlets of Casal de
Eirixio and O Pino, and the Albor heathland
leading into the thick woods accompanied by
the murmur of the bubbling waters, close to
ancient watermills (San Gago, A Insua,
Nabal…). Not far from the old mill of Solleiros,
the Way turns slightly until it reaches San
Miguel de Valga.
Passing the hamlets of Pedreira and
Cimadevila to the east, the route leaves Valga
behind and goes through the centre of
Cedelo. After crossing a bridge over the River
Fontenlo, a pine-lined route brings us to the
town of Condide. It then travels through
Couto and turns off in Carreiras towards a
beautiful cruceiro –wayside cross– which is
engraved with the year 1797.

Panoramic view of the Church of
San Miguel de Valga

The Way soon brings us to the village of
Infesta, in the municipality of Pontecesures.
Taking the rúa Coengos, the pilgrim comes
across the Romanesque church of San Xulián
de Requeixo, near the bridge of Cesures
–Caesarobriga o Caesarobrix–, a work of
Roman origin, with remains dating from the
12th century, which has undergone extensive
reconstruction and renovation work over the
course of its two thousand years of history.

Pontecesures
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After crossing the bridge, the route continues until it reaches Padrón,
going along a stretch of the N-550 road. On the other side of the river,
the Portuguese Way leads to the famous town, where land was first
sighted by the ship bearing the body of Saint James the Greater from
Haifa (Palestine).
The church of Santiago de Padrón, built in an austere Neo-classical style,
stands on the site of earlier temples. There is an inscription from the times
of Gelmírez, patron of the Romanesque church, and a Gothic pulpit with
the image of Saint James, the Pilgrim, that belonged to the 15th century
church, commissioned by Rodrigo de Luna in 1456. These medieval
churches, no longer in existence, watched over the most treasured of all
the pilgrimage symbols in the town: the Pedrón, thought to be a Roman
altar dedicated to Neptune. According to tradition the stone boat which
carried the body of the Apostle and his two disciples, Theodore and
Athanasius was moored to this stone. During the Late Middle Ages, the
Pedrón was used as the base of the altar of the original church dedicated
to Saint James, built by Bishop Teodomiro in the 9th century.
The Way makes its way around some of Padrón’s main streets, such as
Paseo del Espolón, showing off its historical heritage to the pilgrim.
One of the most exceptional buildings is the convent of O Carme, built
between 1717-1757 over a promontory on the other side of the Sar
river, under the direction of the mendicant Carmelite, Friar Pedro de la
Madre de Dios. At the foot of the convent is the fountain of O Carme,
which bears a sculpted work depicting the scene of the removal of the
body of the Apostle from Haifa to Iria Flavia. The vaulted niche portrays
the baptism of Queen Lupa by Saint James the Greater, a scene which
reminds us of the evangelisation of this area by the Apostle.
Carmen Convent. Padrón

O Pedrón. Church of Santiago
de Padrón

Close up of the Carmen Fountain. Padrón

Façade of the Quito Bishop’s Palace.
Padrón

On the outskirts of the town, one kilometre away, the pilgrim is invited to
stop and rest in Santiaguiño do Monte, a place that has a lovely lookout,
a chapel dedicated to Saint James and an altar with a likeness of Saint
James carved in rock, where, according to religious tradition, the son of
Zebedeo and Salome preached.
On the way to Iria Flavia, the route leaves behind the historic town of
Padrón. One of its most interesting civil buildings is the palace of the
Bishop of Quito, located in Rúa Dolores. This Baroque construction was
commissioned by don Alonso de la Peña y Montenegro, Bishop of Quito
and Viceroy of Peru in 1666 under the direction of the architect Melchor
de Velasco.
Two kilometres further on the Way comes to the Collegiate Church
of Iria, surrounded by the emotive cemetery of Adina, extolled in a
composition by Rosalía de Castro. She was buried in this damp earth of
Iria when she died in 1885, before being moved to her final resting place
in the Pantheon of Illustrious Galicians in San Domingos de Bonaval in
Santiago de Compostela.
The collegiate church of Santa María de Iria also attests to the devotion
to the Virgin Mary along the Portuguese Way. It is of late medieval origin
–in the vicinity one can still see several sarcophaguses dating from the
6th century– and it was dedicated to Santa Eulalia. Almanzor damaged
20

the original church in 997. During the 11th century it was
reconstructed several times by the Bishops Cresconio
–who changed its dedication to Saint Mary– and Diego
Peláez, promoter of the Romanesque cathedral of
Santiago. Gelmírez restored its splendour in the 12th
century, granting it the category of collegiate church
and appointing a chapter of twelve canons and a prior.
In the 13th century the church was reconstructed with a
floor plan of a basilica with three naves and three apses.
The west-facing porch was carved in the early 14th century.
The tympanum depicts the Epiphany.
During the Baroque period, the entire building was
transformed. In 1666 the Bishop of Quito commissioned
the architect Melchor de Velasco to build the chapel of
San Ildefonso. Conceived as a funerary chapel of the Doric
order, it has a magnificent dome and a remarkable
funerary statue of its founder, in a praying position and
facing the altarpiece, both the work of Mateo de Prado.
On the other side of the transept the chapel of the Sagrario was built,
consecrated to the Virgin Mary of Bethlehem, and it also has a dome
and a central floor plan. Between 1708-1714 the collegiate church was
rebuilt under the orders of Archbishop Monroy, yet the chapels
described above were preserved. Master Pedro García was in charge of
the project, and he maintained the basilica layout of three naves
separated by pillars, the transept with a projection and a rectangular
high altar chapel, dominated by a 1714 altarpiece by Miguel de Romay.
The exterior has two interesting towers with pyramid-shaped pinnacles.
Opposite the façade of the collegiate church stood the houses of
the canons, today largely used by the offices of the Camilo José Cela
Foundation, an eminent writer from Padrón who was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Literature.
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High altarpiece in the
Collegiate Church of Santa
María de Iria. Padrón

Collegiate Church of
Santa María de Iria.
Padrón

Padrón – Santiago de Compostela

A Escravitude Sailors’ Shrine.
Padrón

The pilgrim heads towards A Escravitude by way of a three kilometre
stretch, passing through the villages of Pousa, Souto, Rueiro,
Cambelas, Anteportas, Tarrío and Vilar, in the Sar Valley. The route
approaches the ornately decorated Baroque Marian Sanctuary of
A Escravitude, built between 1732-1743 over a fountain where in 1732,
a miracle took place. Generous donations made it possible to construct
a vast Baroque sanctuary, laid out in a Latin cross, with a single nave,
a transept with a projection, a dome with a clerestory supported by
pendentives and a rectangular high altar chapel. The interior holds
altarpieces done in bold Baroque style, playing with masses and
volumes in a decorative frenzy serving as the devotional setting for
the sculptures of Agustín Álvarez. The façade is flanked by two towers
and preceded by an atrium with a flight of steps that can be accessed
from the Pilgrims’ Way (today
part of the N-550 road).
The main section was
completed in 1750.
After leaving the sanctuary, the
Way passes by the church of
Santa María de Cruces and
then continues on through
woodlands, crossing the
railroad tracks in the
picturesque village of Angueira
de Suso. It continues on past
Areal and O Faramello, and
then to the evocative enclave
of Rúa de Francos. The nearby
woods hide the remains of a
Roman road and a bridge over
the River Tinto. On a hilltop to
the left stand the mysterious,
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abandoned
ruins of the
hillfort Castro
Lupario.
A beautiful Gothic
cruceiro –one of the oldest
wayside crosses in Galicia– and the
fairgrounds bid farewell to the pilgrim in
the Rúa de Francos. Soon, the Way makes its
way up to the hamlet of Castañal, leaving the village of
Osebe behind on its left, and after a sharp zigzag, caused by a set
of plots of land joined together, it comes
to Pontepedreira.

Rúa de Francos.
Medieval bridge

In Arieira, a charming image of Santo Antoniño, found on the façade
of a house –an old inn for travellers and pilgrims– serves as a reference
point for the Way, as it now climbs up the low hills until it reaches
A Grela. After another gentle ascent, it passes O Milladoiro.
Now perceiving the towers of the cathedral, the pilgrim walks a short
leg to Agro dos Monteiros, from where it is possible to glimpse,
in the distance, the city of the Apostle.
The ancient medieval route passes by the ruins of the archbishop’s
castle known as A Rocha Vella, and approaches Santomil and
Amañecida, crossing a bridge over the Sar river. The route
reaches the neighbourhood of A Choupana, near the chapel
of Santa Marta.
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Rúa de
Francos
Gothic
stone cross

In Santiago
In Rúa Rosalía de Castro, in the heart of the city
centre, the Way takes the pilgrim past the Church of
El Pilar, a beautiful Baroque church standing in the
Alameda. Via Carreira do Conde or Xoán Carlos I
streets, the Way reaches Porta Faxeira, marking the
traditional entrance to the city of the Portuguese
Way. Franco Street leads to Santiago Alfeo College,
a university building dating from the 16th century
and dedicated to Saint James the Lesser whose
head is preserved in the reliquary of the cathedral.
In the same street, opposite this noble building,
stands the chapel of Santiago, which recalls the site
where, according to Tradition, the cart bearing the
body of the Apostle stopped on its way from
Iria to Compostela. A few metres along the way,
the traveller finds the corner of the cathedral cloister,
a noteworthy Renaissance construction.
From here the itinerary leads to Obradoiro square
and the cathedral’s main façade. Upon entering, the
pilgrim comes face to face with the Portico of Glory.
Another possible way to enter the basilica –the one

Tree-lined avenue
Fonseca College

that was preferred by medieval pilgrims–
is to follow Fonseca Street, going around the
southern wing of the cloister, to As Praterías
Square, where the southern façade of
the cathedral is located. This is the oldest
entryway of all those preserved today in this
noble building.
The Romanesque porch of As Praterías,
carved in the early 12th century, represents,
with its prodigious amount of sculptures
and reliefs, one of the highest points
of culture in medieval Santiago de
Compostela and the artistic heritage of
the Way. On crossing the threshold doors,
or after leaving the famous western portico
crafted by Master Mateo, the pilgrim has
completed his pilgrimage via the Portuguese
Way and at last stands before the tomb of
the Apostle. Thus concludes an itinerary
motivated by the immortal spirit of the
pilgrimage; a route full of artistic treasures,
ecological wonders and a loving devotion to
the Virgin Mary and the Apostle Saint James
the Greater.

As Praterías Square
The Cathedral Holy Door

The historic city
After visiting the Cathedral, the place where
pilgrims first arrive and meet, they can enjoy a
tour of the city of Santiago in all its historic
splendour, taking in the diversity and dynamic
appearance it offers today.
The modern-day city of Santiago de Compostela
evolved from a small settlement of monks who
were the custodians of the tomb of the Apostle
at the time of its discovery, around the year 820.
The city underwent spectacular development
during the Middle Ages, thanks to the popularity
of pilgrimages in Europe, which made it, along
with Jerusalem and Rome, one of the three great
centres of the Christian world.

Raxoi Palace

Between the 15th and the 19th centuries, the city
alternated between prosperity and decadence,
in keeping with the fluctuating pulse of the history
of Galicia, Spain and Europe. Pilgrimages became
less and less important, but Santiago consolidated
its position as a centre of culture, learning and
spirituality thanks to the founding of the University
and the city’s Renaissance and Baroque heritage,
mirrored in most of its major historical monuments
and buildings.

The Thurible

In the Cathedral
The Cathedral of Santiago, whose construction
began in the year 1075, is one of the great
European monuments from both an artistic and
symbolic standpoint. From its Romanesque
origins, it evolved through a number of styles,
although the Baroque elements are perhaps
the most outstanding, culminating in the
façade of O Obradoiro (1738-1750). A tour of
the naves and its Museum reveals an
interesting and varied heritage both in content
and significance.
During his visit to the cathedral and
surroundings, the pilgrim usually carries
out a ritual that takes him to the chapel of
the main altar, in keeping with the tradition,
to ‘embrace’ the Apostle Saint James

–a sculpture of Romanesque origin– and next,
to visit the crypt where his remains are buried.
A visit to the Portico of Glory is also part of
the ritual, as is attending the pilgrims’ mass
at 12 noon, where the swinging of the
botafumeiro, hanging high up in the nave of
the transept surprises and delights the visitor.
After his visit to the Cathedral, if the pilgrim
has all the required credentials justifying his
pilgrimage, on foot, on horseback or by
bicycle, he may go to the Pilgrims’ Office to
ask for the compostela, the document
accrediting his pilgrimage, which is granted by
the Cathedral Chapter. From this moment on,
the city of Santiago de Compostela belongs to
the pilgrim to enjoy and to treasure.

The historic city
Santiago has enjoyed steady growth since
the mid 20th century. In addition to the
gradual rebirth of the pilgrimages,
which keep its traditional spiritual
significance alive, the Pilgrims’ Way
to Santiago has become a growing
tourist and cultural attraction.
In recent years, Santiago, the administrative
capital of the autonomous region of Galicia,
has seen the construction of a number of
important cultural and tourist infrastructures
and it has succeeded in projecting an
international image as a European oriented
historic and cultural centre. Proof of this are
the thousands of visitors that flock to the city
every day throughout the year.
Declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO,
Santiago is anxious to maintain its thousand
year old tradition of harmony, spirituality and
progress through the historic tradition of its
Pilgrims’ Way.

The City of Culture
The Galician Centre of Contemporary Art
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1 Cathedral-Holy Door- Xelmírez Palace
2 Raxoi Palace
3 Reis Católicos Hotel
4 College of San Xerome
5 Church of San Fructuoso
6 Fonseca College
7 Cabildo House
8 Conga House
9 Parra House
10 Convent of San Paio de Antealtares
11 Monastery of San Martiño Pinario
12 Church of San Martiño Pinario
13 The Dean’s House. Pilgrims’ Office
14 Vaamonde Palace
15 Bendaña Palace
16 Church of Santa María Salomé
17 Convent of San Francisco
18 Convent of Carme
19 Convent of Santa Clara
20 Church and former hospital of San Roque
21 Gothic House. Pilgrimage Museum
22 San Domingos de Bonaval.
Museum of the Galician People
23 Galician Centre of Modern Art
24 Faculty of History and Geography
25 University Church
26 Church of San Fiz de Solovio
27 Convent and
Church of the Mercedarian Mothers
28 School of As Orfas
29 Church of San Miguel dos Agros
30 Church of Santa María do Camiño
31 Church of San Bieito do Campo
32 Convent of Santo Agostiño
33 San Clemente College
34 General Chapel of Ánimas
35 Chapel of Santiago
36 Church of El Pilar
37 The Collegiate Church of
Santa María a Real de Sar
Portuguese Way
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Map of Santiago’s historic centre
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Pilgrim’s hostels
One of the most striking characteristics of the Pilgrims’ Way
to Santiago is the hospitality offered. From the very
beginning of the pilgrimages to Santiago, there have been
religious, political and social institutions and organisations,
as well as a myriad of anonymous people whose primary goal
was to serve the pilgrim.
Modern-day pilgrims also enjoy these privileges, which go
hand in hand with the historical significance of the Pilgrims’
Way to Santiago. The Galician public network of pilgrims’
hostels, which are found all along the Galician itineraries,
and in many cases, in important historic buildings,
came into being in the early 1990s, in keeping with
the traditional vocation of providing pilgrims with help
and assistance.
This public network of accommodation is free-of-charge and
the regulations governing the system stipulate that they are
From left to right, the pilgrims’ hostels
at Tui, Pontevedra, Teo and Redondela

to be used first by pilgrims travelling the Way
on foot, and secondly by those travelling on
horseback and bicycle. Reservations are not
permitted and the beds may not be booked
ahead and are given out on a first come, first
served basis for a one night stay only.
However, pilgrims and other travellers have a
range of alternative accommodation options.
There are a number of religious and municipal
centres also serving the pilgrim, especially
during busier periods. In recent times a
wide-range of modern hotels and rural tourism
establishments has cropped up along
the different routes which have added to the
diversity of the services and attractions to
be found along the Way.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tui
O Porriño
Mos
Redondela
Pontevedra
Briallos
Padrón
Teo
Monte do Gozo
San Lázaro

Pilgrim´s hostels

Information on the Way

Exhibition room at the hostel of Redondela

Tui

Mos

Pontevedra

Rehabilitated former Rectory*
Rúa Párroco Rodríguez Vázquez,
s/n. Tui
40 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 16 km
(O Porriño)

Restored building
Pazo dos Marqueses.
Santa Eulalia. Mos
16 beds
Distance from next hostel: 9 km
(Redondela)

Newly constructed building*
Rúa Otero Pedrayo, s/n. Pontevedra
56 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 16 km
(Briallos, Portas)

O Porriño

16th century Renaissance stately
home*
Casa da Torre.
Pza. de Rivadavia, s/n. Redondela
44 beds
5 parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 18.5 km
(Pontevedra)

Newly constructed building*
Avda. de Buenos Aires, s/n.
O Porriño
52 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 7 km
(Mos)

Redondela

Briallos
Newly constructed building*
Lugar de Castro e San Roque.
Briallos. Portas.
27 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 24 km
(Padrón)
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The hostel of Padrón

Padrón

Monte do Gozo

Rehabilitated town house*
Costiña do Carme, s/n. Padrón
44 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 10.1 km
(Teo)

Newly constructed complex*
Monte do Gozo.
Santiago de Compostela
800 free beds
1.968 paying beds
100 parking spaces for bicycles

Teo

San Lázaro

Newly constructed building*
Vilares de Rúa de Francos, s/n
(formerly N 550 road). Teo
28 beds
Parking spaces for bicycles
Distance from next hostel: 12.9 km
(Monte do Gozo,
Santiago de Compostela)
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(pilgrim’s hostel)
Purpose built construction*
Rúa San Lázaro, s/n.
Santiago de Compostela
80 paying beds
Parking for bicycles
* Accommodated for
the handicapped.

Services
Town Councils
Tui

Pontevedra

Teo

Pza. do Concello, 1
Tel.: +34 986-603625
Fax: +34 986-600570
concellotui@concellotui.org
www.concellotui.org

Pza. España, s/n
Tel.: +34 986-804300
Fax: +34 986-860102
alcaldia@concellopontevedra.es
www.concellopontevedra.es

Ramallosa, s/n
Tel.: +34 981-815700
Fax: +34 981-809401
correo@teo.dicoruna.es
www.concellodeteo.com

O Porriño

Barro

Ames

Antonio Palacios, 1
Tel.: +34 986-335000
Fax: +34 986-337598
prensa@concellodoporrino.net
www.concellodoporrino.net

San Antoniño, 8. Perdecanai
Tel.: +34 986-711002
Fax: +34 986-711001
barro@concellosdepontevedra.es
www.concellodebarro.com

Mos

Portas

Pza. do Concello, 2
Bertamiráns
Tel.: +34 981-883002
Fax: +34 981-883925
alcaldia@concelloames.org
www.concellodeames.org

Rexenxo-Petelos, 1
Tel.: +34 986-331200
Fax: +34 986-336618
mossecretaria@terra.es

A Rapeira, 1
Tel.: +34 986-536161
Fax: +34 986-536348
portas@concellos.depontevedra.es
www.concelloportas.fegamp.es

Redondela
Alfonso XII, 2
Tel.: +34 986-400300
Fax: +34 986-403894
redondela@cidadesdixitais.org
www.concelloredondela.es

Soutomaior
Alexandre Bóveda, 8
Tel.: +34 986-705106
Fax: +34 986-705333
oficinas@soutomaior.com
www.soutomaior.com

Vilaboa
Toural, 1
Tel.: +34 986-708215
Fax: +34 986-708387
info@vilaboa.org
www.vilaboa.org

Caldas de Reis
Ferrería, 1
Tel.: +34 986-540002
Fax: +34 986-530393

Santiago de Compostela
Pza. do Obradoiro, s/n
Pazo de Raxoi
Tel.: +34 981-542300
Fax: +34 981-563864
alcalde@aytocompostela.es
www.santiagodecompostela.org

caldasdereis@concellos.depontevedra.es

www.caldasdereis.com

Valga
Avda. da Coruña, 14
Tel.: +34 986-559456
Fax: +34 986-559455
concello.valga@eidolocal.es
www.valga.org

Pontecesures
Avda. Cidade de Vigo, 2
Tel.: +34 986-557125
Fax: +34 986-557554
pontecesures@concellosdepontevedra.es

Padrón
Xeneral Franco, 27
Tel.: +34 981-810451
Fax: +34 981-811550
correo@padron.dicoruna.es
www.ayuntamientodepadron.com
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Emergency Services
Medical emergencies
061

Emergencies
(general, free of charge and international)
112

Xacobeo Information
Information Office in Santiago
Tel.: +34 902-332010
Rúa do Vilar, 30-32, ground floor
informacion.xacobeo@xunta.es

Web Site
www.xacobeo.es

Rural Tourism Central
Reservations Office
Tel.: +34 902-200432
webrural@xunta.es

Tourist Offices
Tui
Pza. da Inmaculada, s/n
(só de xuño a setembro)
Tel.: +34 986-603625

Pontevedra
Gutiérrez Mellado, 1
Tel.: +34 986-850814

Santiago de Compostela
Rúa do Vilar, 30-32, ground floor
Tel.: +34 981-584081

Turgalicia
Tel.: +34 902-200432
Fax: +34 981-542510
www.turgalicia.es
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The Pilgrims’
Ways to Santiago
The discovery of the Tomb of the Apostle
Saint James the Greater at the beginning of
the 9th century soon brought about a stream
of travellers making the pilgrimage to the site,
which is today the Galician city of Santiago
de Compostela. This vast influx of pilgrims
from all over Europe led to the creation
of a network of itineraries, known collectively
as the Camino de Santiago or the Pilgrims’ Way
to Santiago.
The heyday of the pilgrimages took place
between the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries
with the granting of specific spiritual indulgences.
This trend, however, has endured to a greater or
lesser extent over the course of the centuries.
Since the mid 20th century the Pilgrims’
Way to Santiago has been experiencing
an international rebirth, which combines
its spiritual and socio-cultural tradition
with its tourist appeal, and once again
it has become a melting pot for all types
of peoples and cultures.
Traditionally the Pilgrims’ Ways are at their
busiest during the Holy Years, held at intervals
of 6, 5, 6, and 11 years –the next will be in 2010–,
but any time is ideal for following the Way
towards its ultimate goal: the city of Santiago
de Compostela.
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The Pilgrims’ Way in Europe
Throughout its twelve hundred year history, the Pilgrims’ Way to
Santiago has given rise to an extraordinary spiritual, cultural and social vitality.
Thanks to the existence of the Way, the first network of assistance in
Europe came into being and monasteries, cathedrals and new urban centres
were founded.
A new culture was born from the convergence of peoples of diverse
backgrounds, based on the free exchange of ideas, artistic and social trends,
in addition to a socio-economic driving force which boosted the development
of a number of areas in Europe, especially during the Middle Ages.
The mark left by the Way and by the pilgrims on the city of Santiago de
Compostela can be clearly seen from an endless number of public
and private testimonies, in the different art forms, and also, for example,
in the publication of over one thousand books worldwide, which in
recent decades have extolled the virtues of this Way, a work of art and the
heritage of all Europeans.
The main routes of the Pilgrims’ Way to Santiago were declared the
First European Cultural Itinerary (1987) by the Council of Europe and
a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in the stretches travelling across
Spain and France (1993 and 1998, respectively). In 2004 it also received
the Prince of Asturias Award for Harmony from the
Prince of Asturias Foundation.

Galicia, the land of Saint James
According to ancient legend, the Iberian Peninsula formed
part of the lands where the Apostle Saint James preached
Christianity. After he was beheaded in 44 AD, tradition says
that his disciples took the body of the saint by boat to
Galicia, one of the Spanish lands he preached in.
The difficult times during the early years of Christianity and
the fact that most of the northern part of the peninsula
was sparsely populated would have meant that the exact
location of the burial site would have fallen into oblivion.
However, around the year 820 remains were found which
were attributed by the ecclesiastic and civil authorities to be
those of Saint James the Greater. This event, which took
place in remote Galician woodland, would give rise to the
founding of the present day city of Santiago de Compostela.
Santiago became the attractive goal of a pilgrimage that
would, over the centuries, lead pilgrims from all walks of life
and via the most diverse itineraries, to the tomb of the only
apostle of Jesus, along with Saint Peter in Rome, who is
buried on European soil.
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French Way
Southeast Way–
Vía de la Plata
Portuguese Way
Route of the Sea of Arousa
and the Ulla River
Fisterra-Muxía Way
English Way
Northern Way
Original Way

The Galician Ways
The diverse origins of these pilgrims gave rise to a total of six
European ways leading to Galicia.
The busiest and most important itinerary from a socio-economic,
artistic and cultural view, is the route known as the French Way, which
enters Spain across the Pyrenees and Galicia via the mythical hills of
O Cebreiro.
However, there are five other itineraries that have also earned a place
for themselves in the history of the pilgrimages to Santiago.
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They are the Original and North Ways,
of great importance in the early pilgrimage
days, with two major routes that enter Galicia
via Asturias, from the Basque Country and
Cantabria; the English Way, followed
particularly by pilgrims, who from northern
Europe and the British Isles arrived at ports
such as A Coruña and Ferrol; the Portuguese
Way, which was used by pilgrims travelling
from Portugal up through Galicia’s southwestern region; and the Southeast Way,
used by pilgrims who, on their way
to Santiago from the south and centre
of the Peninsula, followed the popular
Vía de la Plata, between Mérida and Astorga,
continuing on into the territory of Ourense
to Santiago de Compostela.

O Cebreiro. The French Way
Oseira. The South East Way –The Silver Way
“Compostela” and credential
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There are two other routes whose
symbolism is believed to be closely linked
to the Pilgrims’ Way to Santiago: the
Fisterra-Muxía Way, used by a number of
medieval pilgrims, who after worshipping
at the tomb of the apostle, were enticed
to undertake the journey to Cape
Finisterre, the westernmost point on earth
known at the time; and the route known as
the Route of the Sea of Arousa and the
River Ulla, recalling the itinerary, which
according to tradition, was taken by
the boat bearing the mortal remains of the
Apostle to Galicia (1st century).

Cape Fisterra.
The Fisterra-Muxía Way

A Coruña. The English Way
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Os Camiños de
Santiago en Galicia

Camiño Portugués

S.A. de Xestión do Plan Xacobeo

